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$0$ , $0\leq t<x$




$\mathrm{O}x\geq 0,$ $t\geq 0$
$f(X, t)= \frac{1}{2\sqrt{\pi t}}e^{-x^{2}/4}f$












2 . SU(n) $\text{ }$
$SU(n)\otimes$ $[eggx] SU(n)$
$\text{ }$









$z(0, t)=V_{1}(t)$ , $z(x_{0}, t)=V_{2}(t)$
–
$z(x)= \frac{e^{-\alpha xs}-e^{-}a(2X_{0}- x)s}{I-e^{-ax_{0}}S}v_{1}$
$e^{-\mathfrak{a}(x_{0^{-}}}\chi)s-e^{-a(\chi_{0}+x})s$
$+\mathcal{V}_{2}\overline{I-e^{-}2\alpha x0S}$
$z_{1}(x)= \frac{e^{-\alpha xS}-e^{-}\alpha(2x_{0}-x)s}{I-e^{-\alpha x}0^{S}}v_{1}$ ,
$z_{2}(x)= \frac{e^{-\alpha(x_{0}-X)_{S}}-e-\alpha(x_{0}+x)S}{I-e^{-2}\alpha X_{0}s}v_{2}$
.
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